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Robert Clancy is SVP of BIZPHYX, Inc. the nation’s leading
TL 9000 and ISO 9001 quality management consulting firm.
With an extensive ICT and
telecommunications career that
spans nearly 35 years, Robert has
held senior and executive positions
at companies such as DSC
Communications, CCA and Alcatel.
He has a vast telecom, operations
and quality background that
includes OEM product realization,
TAC, post-commissioning support
services, customer training and
EF&I services.
As Co-Founder and SVP of BIZPHYX, Robert oversees all TL 9000
project management, as well as e-learning and training. Since 1998,
Robert has led efforts to develop and refine the TL 9000 Requirements
and Measurements Handbooks and has been a TL 9000 practitioner and
trainer since 2001. Recognized by QuEST Forum as a TL 9000 expert,
he is a TL 9000 Master Trainer and Supervisory Master Trainer (SMT).

Active in QuEST Forum, Robert is the Secretary of the Global
Business Excellence Group (GBE) and in 2010 was presented with
the QuEST Forum COO Award. Under Robert’s leadership,
BIZPHYX is a multi-year recipient of the QuEST Forum 340 Club Award.
In 2015, he was made a QuEST Forum Fellow.
Highly skilled in multiple quality standards and processes such as
TL 9000, ISO 9001, ISO 27001, ISO 14001, R2 and ISO 50001,
Robert has been published in numerous quality journals and is a
member of the American Society for Quality (ASQ).

e-mail:
bclancy@bizphyx.com

BIZPHYX is the nation's leading quality management
consultancy, specializing in the implementation of
TL 9000, the ISO 9001 based quality standard of the
telecommunications industry, now required by many of the
large service providers.
We also assist clients in other industries such as
transportation and energy, with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and
ISO 50001 implementation, training and QMS maintenance,
delivered through a range of solutions from gap analysis to
internal audits, customized to meet the needs of each
client.
Nationally recognized as TL 9000 Experts, we are a global
QuEST Forum authorized training provider and BIZPHYX
has the distinction of having a TL 9000 Master Trainer and
a Supervisory Master Trainer (SMT) on staff. BIZPHYX,
also has a Certified Environmental Specialist on staff that
can provide the expertise needed when developing an
Environmental Management System.
BIZPHYX, as subject matter experts, provides clients with
complimentary access to a knowledge base and a live
support desk. This level of expertise translates into results
for our clients, as evidenced by an unprecedented 100%
client certification rate. Every business wants to improve
the way it operates. BIZPHYX helps you take your QMS
and EMS to the next level - improving your bottom
line.
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BIZPHYX services clients across the globe

